Abstract -qEEG spectral analysis has been considered highly sensitive to cortical functional changes and agrees strongly with the clinical diagnosis of AD. The sensitivity of spectral analysis has ranged from 71% to 81% in several studies. [1] [2] [3] . Objective: The aim of this study was to retrospectively evaluate whether alpha qEEG spectral peak can supplement clinical examination by constituting an independent tool to monitor treatment and follow-up of dementia progression in Alzheimer's disease (AD). In addition, we examined the demographic data and alpha power spectra distribution of patients and elderly normal controls. Methods: qEEGs were selected from 2 groups of patients: normal controls (n=30), and patients who fulfilled criteria for mild probable AD diagnosis (n=41). The alpha qEEG spectral analysis and MMSE were performed once or twice a year. Results: In our groups, MMSE scores and qEEG alpha spectral peak were unchanged (no statistical differences) after anticholinesterase use where qEEG spectral peak was never lower than 8 Hz in the control group. Conclusion: This study supports two important concepts. First, 8 Hz alpha appears to be the lowest awake spectral peak compatible with normality. And finally, in a clinical context, qEEG is a valuable diagnostic tool that could prove useful for Dementia follow-up. Key words: quantitative electroencephalography, spectral analysis, dementia, Alzheimer's disease, memory complaint, cognition, qEEG.
As the aging population continues to grow at a vigorous pace, the prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases is rising worldwide. Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disorder and its treatment requires early detection of cognitive decline. Nevertheless, there is no consensus on methods to estimate and measure the diagnosis and progression of patients with AD. The advance in quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG) plays a significant role in EEG-based clinical diagnosis and studies of brain function, revealing new possibilities for clinical application in cognitive and behavioral areas. Quantitative EEG techniques include the mathematical transformation of brain electrical activity data from the time domain into the frequency domain by the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. Traditional EEG methods support the separation of the frequency data into four main frequency bands: delta (1-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) , and beta (13-30 Hz) (Kaplan and Sadock, 1998). According to a longitudinal study, the mean posterior dominant frequency declined by 0.08 Hz per year of age over 60 years (Wang and Busse, 1969) . There is thus ample evidence in the literature to consider an average alpha frequency of less than 8.5 Hz as abnormal, measured with the patient fully alert (Niedermeyer, E). Although posterior frequency decline is usually inespecific and cannot differentiate any particular disorder, it has been a common electroencephalographic sign described in many conditions evolving to cognitive alterations, and is frequently encountered in AD individuals. There is a good correlation between the degree of EEG abnormality and cognitive impairment in the literature. We proposed that qEEG spectral peak could represent an independent tool to perform Alzheimer's disease follow-up after medication.
Objective
The aim of the study was to evaluate whether the qEEG can supplement the clinical examination by constituting an independent tool to monitor treatment and dementia progression. We examined the distribution of qEEG alpha spectral peak in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and elderly normal controls, along with the impact of acetylcholinesterase inhibitor (AChEI) treatment on background qEEG activity.
Methods

Participants
In a retrospective study, three hundred medical files of patients older than 60 years, from a private Neurology outpatient unit, were studied. Two groups of patients were selected with the following criteria: Group 1, cognitively healthy patients with no sustained memory loss complaints and normal routine activities were considered controls (n=30); Group 2, patients who fulfilled criteria for mild and moderate probable AD diagnosis (n=41). A diagnosis of probable AD was made by an experienced consultant neurologist according to the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria. 4 Patients presented mild to moderate symptoms, according to the DSM-III-R. 5 Patients and controls were submitted to the Brazilian version of the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 6, 7 , considering subsequent scores for the same individual as evaluation of cognitive status. All patients and controls were screened for concomitant neurologic diagnoses and psychiatric history.
Materials and procedure
One hundred seventy qEEGs were retrieved from the files. They had been recorded during awake, resting conditions with eyes closed, by means of a computer-based system (EMSA) from 20 electrode locations using a standard International 10-20 electrodes system 8 . The EEG was bandpass filtered for 1-30 Hz prior to digitalization, using a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Samples were selected by visual inspection, in order to obtain a minimum of 20 2-s epochs free of eye blink, drowsiness, muscle movements, or equipment-related artifacts. Frequency domain analysis was performed using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, with the calculation of the mean frequency and average electrical power in each frequency band of the spectrum. Power was divided into the four frequency bands delta (0.5-3.9 Hz), theta (4-7.9 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), and beta (14.5-30 Hz). The spectral analysis of further qEEG and the MMSE tests were performed once or twice a year in the control group and in AD patients before and after 6 months of acetylcholinesterase inhibitor (AChEl) treatment. The medications used were galantamine (21 patients), memantine plus rivastigmine (1 patient), tacrine (2 patients), and rivastigmine (16 patients), donepezil (1 patient) and were grouped altogether.
Data analysis
The Chi-square test was used to assess comparisons of sex and schooling. The two-sample t test was used to assess comparisons of age and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for awake qEEG prior to and during treatment. All statistical analyses were performed by the SPSS program.
Results
Demographic data
There were no significant differences between the groups in terms of sex, age and schooling (Table 1) . Table 2 summarizes the baseline characteristics of the alpha spectral peak for group 1 vs. group 2 (Mann-Whitney test).
These results revealed that no control subjects had alpha spectral peak lower than 8 Hz as depicted in Graph 1.
A subgroup of 22 patients with AD diagnosis had spectral analysis of qEEG and Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) performed twice, with a year interval before treatment and after anticholinesterase use. The results of the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test are shown in Table 3 .
There was no statistically significant difference in MMSE and alpha spectral peak before and after anticholinesterase use.
Discussion
An important finding in this study was that none of the controls had spectral peak lower than 8 Hz (Graph 1). This points to 8 Hz as one milestone of normality where all values below this on qEEGs were from AD patients. Previous research has shown that low-cost computerized qEEG techniques are able to statistically predict MCI to Alzheimer's disease conversion, [12] [13] [14] and could be used for prognostic purposes in early stages 15 and during monitoring of AD treatment. [16] [17] [18] This study investigated mainly the alpha qEEG spectral peak pattern -before and after cholinesterase inhibitor treatment. The qEEG values, performed 6 months and 1 year after medication, agreed with AD patient MMSE scores. All patients selected had good response to medica- tion and their treatment was associated with no significant differences between the pre-and post-treatment alpha spectral peak (Table 3) . We did not investigate whether these results were dependent on the medication used (galantamine, memantine, tacrine and rivastigmine) because our AD group was small. This limitation could be eliminated in future studies on larger samples.
Conclusions
This study supports two important concepts. First, 8 Hz alpha appears to be the lowest awake spectral peak compatible with normality. And finally, in a clinical context, qEEG is a valuable diagnostic tool that could prove useful for Dementia follow-up. It can supplement the clinical examination by providing an independent assessment of the response to medication in AD. Alpha spectral peak analysis may quantify and measure the therapeutic response to cholinergic drugs. However, definitive validation of this procedure requires study of a larger sample of patients, already underway at our Centre.
